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Parliamentary Inquiry
Legislative Council Economy and Infrastructure Committee: Inquiry into the closure of Hazelwood
and Yallourn Power Stations.
Submissions must address at least one or all of the Inquiry’s terms of reference.
The Terms of Reference include:
That this House, requires the Economy and Infrastructure Committee to inquire into, consider and report,
by no later than 13 December 2021
1.

on the:
a.

impact of the closure of the Hazelwood Power Station on the economy and jobs of the Latrobe
Valley, and the success or otherwise of economic recovery efforts to date;

b.

expected economic impacts of the proposed closure of Yallourn Power Station in 2028 and
options the State Government can pursue to offset the loss of more than 1,000 direct jobs
from the plant, as well as associated contractors;

c.

success or otherwise of the Latrobe Valley Authority (LVA) to help the region transition, in light
of the decline of funding made available to the LVA over successive State Budgets.

Introduction
This submission focuses on the issues associated with closure of the Hazelwood Power Station and
Mine in March 2017, but more importantly on the opportunities associated with the remediation
and rehabilitation of the entire site. This includes: the significant financial commitments required to
deliver rehabilitation projects, the development of decommissioning, demolition, rehabilitation and
remediation skills as emerging workforce opportunities; and the business, tourism and community
opportunities that can follow rehabilitation.
The Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project represents a multi-year, nearly $1B AUS investment by the
ENGIE Group and Mitsui & Co. Ltd as part of its ongoing commitment to energy transition in
Australia. The investment is focused on rehabilitating the mine and surrounds, and the future
useability of the industrial site that housed an operating power station and mine for more than 50
years.
With hundreds of millions of dollars already invested in the project in the first five years, and more in
the coming years, this represents one of the single biggest investments in the region by a private
company in decades.
In terms of aspiration, the Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project has always stated its preferred option is
the creation of a lake in the former mine which could become a centrepiece for the Latrobe Valley.
The Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project’s task is to deliver a safe, stable and sustainable site so that
others – Government, private developers or a combination of public and private – can utilise the
4,000 hectares of land. A useable lake achieves the safety and stability objectives and provides a
pathway for ongoing future development.
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The Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project believes there are tourism, light industry and agricultural
opportunities that can be pursued to create employment, economic growth and prosperity, while
developing recreational space to be enjoyed for generations.
A large lake-centred recreational precinct less than two hours from Melbourne, surrounded by a
mixture of passive and adventure recreation, intensive agriculture and horticulture, industry and
possibly accommodation or residential areas could change the face of the Latrobe Valley.
It would become a magnificent resource for local communities, a destination in its own right, and a
‘destination on the way’ to existing well known attractions across the Gippsland region.
History
The first unit on the Hazelwood Power Station was commissioned in 1964, with the station expanded
to it maximum size of eight generating units by 1971.
During its life the station, which peaked at a capacity of 1760 megawatts, generated up to 25
percent of Victoria’s base load electricity. The low-cost electricity produced by Hazelwood Power
Station and other Latrobe Valley generators enabled the development of Victoria’s heavy
manufacturing industry that was for many years the cornerstone of the State’s prosperity.
Hazelwood Power Station was scheduled to be decommissioned around 2009 but its life was
extended to meet the power demands of the state, with the opening of the West Field to provide
additional coal reserves as fuel. It continued to operate for another eight years, until its closure in
March 2017.
Prior to closure, Hazelwood Power Station and Mine employed around 800 employees and
contractors.
Decommissioning of the site began in April 2017 immediately after closure and was completed in
May 2018 as the initial step in the Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project.
The Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project includes a number of sub-projects, broadly covering
decommissioning, demolition, mine rehabilitation and site remediation.
Each of these areas are supported by relevant services with the health, safety and wellbeing of all
employees and contractors the primary consideration.
In each year since closure to 2021, the Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project has continued to provide
work for on average 400 people, peaking at more than 500, making the Hazelwood Rehabilitation
Project a significant employer in the region. This employment was in the areas of decommissioning;
demolition; earthworks; rehabilitation and remediation; and support services.
The Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project also made a commitment to employ local (Latrobe Valley /
Gippsland) people wherever possible and practical. It has averaged around 75% local employment
each year since closure.
This includes a very high rate of local employment through local contractors (more than 90%), while
as part of the demolition contract, at least 50% local employment has been achieved. Specialist
services have been imported when not available locally; however, even that workforce would often
spend locally as some workers remain in the area through the working week.
Associated goods and services have also been purchased locally whenever possible through the
Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project’s procurement and supply chain commitments.
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Closure context
World-wide, the ENGIE Group with its investment partners has committed to actively divest and
retire coal-fired generation assets, and supporting the workers and communities affected through
this transition.
The ENGIE Group believes there are far reaching environmental, health and community benefits to
this transition, and as such continues to work with local and jurisdictional governments to progress
the energy transition in a way which maximises benefits.
Next steps
The Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project vision for the site is to deliver a safe, stable and sustainable
landform for potential future uses. The work to date has been focused on achieving that outcome.
The scientifically supported and preferred method of achieving this is to create a full lake by filling
the Hazelwood Mine with water. By examining similar mine-pit lakes in Germany and based on the
detailed technical analysis, the Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project has committed to achieving a lake
outcome.
The lake outcome is preferred as it:
•
•
•
•

provides long term weight balance to minimise the risk of mine floor and batter movement;
it eliminates fire risk from exposed coal when covered with water;
it creates the widest range of long-term business and community uses; and
a lake can act as a flood mitigation and storage facility. Construction of a Morwell River
Diversion system in late 2021 to help protect downstream assets is an example of this.

This commitment is contingent on ensuring other water users’ interests are not compromised and
that environmental factors are managed.
To achieve this, the focus is on using water from the existing known sources.
First, the groundwater which is currently pumped out of the mine from the aquifers beneath the
mine floor in order to maintain stability for the mine floor and batters (walls). This pumping is
required to continue until such time as a full lake is achieved.
Second, provision has be made for the purchase of surface water on a commercial basis where
climate and weather conditions permit. The purchases of surface water, when available, would also
contribute to the costs of running and maintaining local water infrastructure to the benefit of other
users.
Third, following the recent Yallourn incident, an emergency diversion structure has been put in place
that enables limited flood flows to be directed into Hazelwood from time to time while protecting
environmental values.
It has calculated that by using the existing groundwater and through the purchase of commercially
available surface water – when available – mine fill could be achieved within 10 to 20 years.
If further water sources become available during the life of the project, ENGIE Hazelwood will give
consideration to those options.
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Preparation works
A large amount of work has been completed by the Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project team to
prepare the site for future use, although there are still significant works to be undertaken.
The Hazelwood Power Station was decommissioned immediately after it closed in March 2017, to
enable follow up demolition and remediation works.
During decommissioning:
•

1.3 million litres of oil were removed from site and recycled;

•

1,886 plant permits were issued;

•

392 rooms within the Power Station buildings were decommissioned;

•

189 safety walks were completed;

•

1,500 cables were cut and approximately 500 batteries were removed as part of
electrical de-energisation; and

•

150,000 hours of work were required to complete this critical task.

The Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project is targeting 95% recycling of all demolition materials. The
Principal Contractor Delta Group will recycle more than 100,000 tonnes of steel and copper from
across the Power Station and Mine. Concrete has also been crushed and recycled.
Training and education opportunities
The Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project has achieved significant local employment, including a
requirement for use of local (Latrobe Valley and Gippsland) businesses and labour force where
possible and practical.
An outcome of this has been upskilling opportunities for local people, while highlighting the various
skills required to undertake decommissioning, demolition, remediation and rehabilitation works for
large scale industrial sites.
With the announced closure of Yallourn Power Station and Mine in 2028, and the ongoing works at
the Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project, there may be an opportunity to develop training and
education programs in the Latrobe Valley and Gippsland to meet the future needs of such projects
and provide local people with further employment opportunities.
The current work on the Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project and the planned closure of Yallourn
means there will be a requirement for skilled people at the local level for at least the next decade
and possibly longer.
The skills now being developed around decommissioning, demolition, remediation and rehabilitation
will be transferable to other parts of Australia and possibility internationally as other installations go
through closure. It is worth noting that at the time of writing, Delta Group, the principal demolition
contractor on the Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project, has been appointed to advise on preparatory
works for closure of the Liddell Power Station in New South Wales.
There should be consideration given to how the Latrobe Valley workforce and training and education
providers can be developed to take advantage of these emerging opportunities, locally, nationally
and internationally.
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Future site opportunities
The Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project vision is to deliver a safe, stable and sustainable landform
suitable for future development by appropriate entities.
Some of the key points in relation to the site:
•
•
•

The Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project site covers around 4,000 hectares;
The site has potential as a multi-use area, as it already enjoys flexible / multiple zonings;
There is an opportunity to create different zones based on current and potential future uses.
These are outlined in the Concept Master Plan, which sets out possibilities for a rehabilitated
Hazelwood Rehabilitation Project site, including developments related to agriculture,
tourism, and light industrial operations.

Consideration should be given to how opening up such a large parcel of productive land could
complement other activities in the Latrobe Valley and Gippsland region.
For example, the Gippsland Food and Fibre sector is worth some $7 billion. This includes some large
scale food processors in the Latrobe Valley. The State Government recognised this in its 2021
Budget, allocating $10 million to accelerate a new food manufacturing hub, the Morwell Food
Manufacturing Precinct.
Intensive horticulture is already in place in Gippsland, including large scale glasshouse production for
items including tomatoes, zucchini, eggplant, cucumbers, strawberries and other produce.
Opening up of a large-scale site adjacent to the Princes Freeway and the planned Gippsland Logistics
Precinct could provide extra impetus to further investment in food and fibre production.
Another example is tourism. Destination Gippsland, the peak tourism body for the region, notes in
its strategic ‘Towards 2030: Gippsland Destination Management Plan’ that: “The future use and
redevelopment of the Hazelwood mine site is also being investigated with the feasibility of a range
of recreational and tourism activities being reviewed.”
This could fit with Destination Gippsland’s drive to develop more adventure tourism in the Latrobe
Valley.
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APPENDIX ONE – SITUATIONAL CONTEXT
Latrobe City
Latrobe City is the fourth largest regional city in Victoria, with Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo the
larger centres. It includes three larger centres (Moe-Newborough, Morwell and Traralgon) a medium
size town (Churchill) and seven small towns (Yinnar, Boolarra, Traralgon South, Yallourn North,
Tyers, Glengarry and Toongabbie.)
The population of Latrobe City has been increasing marginally but steadily. The population grew
from 74,622 in 2016 to 75,915 in 2020.
Electricity generation using brown coal as the power source has been undertaken in the Latrobe
Valley since the 1920s. It continues to provide a significant part of the State’s electricity, although
the percentage is declining as more renewable sources come on-line.
Since Hazelwood’s closure, the Latrobe City area has continued to develop. The following
information provides a snapshot of the past few years.
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Hazelwood size and location
Hazelwood is about 150 kilometres and less than two hours from the centre of Melbourne and less
than one and a half hours to the south-eastern suburbs of the metropolitan area.
The mining site is around 4,000 hectares in size, an area larger than the existing township of
Morwell.
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The mine itself, at 1,200 hectares, covers an area greater than the CBD of Melbourne. It is about
seven kilometres long, some 3.5 kilometres wide and 120 metres in depth. The mine perimeter is 18
kilometres.
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A positive legacy from the heavy industry created by power generation in the Latrobe Valley is
excellent road connections. The Princes Freeway from Melbourne is high-quality dual carriageway
and there is access from the Freeway to the Hazelwood site. This opens-up Hazelwood to many
future uses.
The region also has excellent access to the power distribution grid, another potential benefit for the
Hazelwood site.

Concept Master Plan
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ENGIE Hazelwood believes a full lake is the key to a safe, stable and sustainable landform. This is
based on more than 100 technical and scientific studies.
•

Water fill creates a range of benefits:
o Stability – filling the mine void with water is the most practical and feasible way to
ensure the mine void is stable and will not collapse;
o Safety – coverage with water will reduce and, when full, eliminate fire risk
associated with uncovered coal;
o Sustainability – a full lake will provide a resource that will enhance the long-term
viability of the region.

A full lake would be the centrepiece for the site and encourage numerous other opportunities.
There is already interest for continued agricultural and horticultural uses, while there are areas on
the south eastern side of the mining licence suitable for light industrial use.
The north western and western parts of the site around the Morwell River diversion could be the
basis of future adventure tourism opportunities, while a full lake could become a major tourist
attraction and activity centrepiece.
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The alternatives to a full lake have been investigated through the initial Hazelwood Mine Fire
Inquiry, the Latrobe Valley Regional Rehabilitation Strategy and through more than 100 technical
and scientific studies and peer reviews. The conclusion from these investigations is that a full lake is
the best option for safety and stability as well as providing potential benefit to the local community
and the region.
The alternatives explored have included to fill the mine void with soil or other material; achieve
partial water fill; or leave it as an empty void.
Filling with soil or other material has been dismissed as impractical and extraordinarily expensive to
construct and maintain and significantly limits opportunities for future beneficial use. With nearly
one billion cubic metres of material removed from the mine, mostly coal burned during power
generation, refilling with soil would require mining and transportation of a large amount from
elsewhere.
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An empty void would require on-going maintenance, including continuous pumping of ground water
and monitoring for stability, and would not be available for future alternative land uses. It would
also leave a residual fire risk, requiring active management.
Maintaining such a large site so that it remains safe and secure is a costly and intensive effort for no
real value. It would also mean the main visual feature of the central Valley would be an empty mine.
A partial water fill option would require significant on-going maintenance and monitoring for
stability, and because of safety reasons, would not be available for future benefit.
Water availability
It should be noted that if all three Latrobe Valley mines are to be eventually filled with water, there
would be a staged approach.
Based on current timetables Hazelwood could be filled or well on the way to being filled before
Yallourn closes if approval is granted for the use of surface water. Loy Yang is not scheduled to close
until 2048, more than three decades away.
The three Latrobe Valley Mines could be sequentially filled with water, beginning with Hazelwood,
followed by Yallourn and then Loy Yang. Based on current timetables, this sequential filling could be
completed over the next 40-50 years.
Mine fill - benefit to region
•

•

A large body of water in the centre of the Valley could provide significant benefit to the
region, noting that water used for mine fill is not lost, it is simply ‘stored’. Such a body of
water would provide a resource for firefighting.
Creation of a lake at Morwell would give the Latrobe Valley a new impetus as a residential
centre (relatively close to Melbourne, good transport links), enhance the Latrobe Valley’s
appeal as a destination and enhance Gippsland by offering another water-based activity
centre.

Please Note: ENGIE would be interested in making a personal submission to the Inquiry at the
appropriate time.
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